As of late we have seen some large wildland fires. While these fires may not have been started by fireworks they have been taxing on our local fire department and its firefighters, so we ask everyone to use caution and good judgement with fireworks this year. Avoid using consumer fireworks in areas which may propagate a fire, namely vacant lots, open fields and areas with high weeds and combustible vegetation. Consumer fireworks can travel up to 150 feet, or even farther if there is a wind, so plan accordingly. Firework packaging can remain hot for a long time, so make sure your waste is cool to the touch before throwing it in the garbage can, better yet use your garden hose to cool it. Fireworks can only be discharged in Price City on the following dates and times:

July 2, 11am-11pm
July 3, 11am-11pm
July 4, 11am-12pm
July 5, 11am-11pm

It's important to remember that if your fireworks start a fire you can be criminally and civilly liable for suppression costs and damages, so make sure your firework launch and fallout areas are safe. One last word of advice, be mindful of your neighbors and their pets. While you may enjoy the fireworks, they may not appreciate the noise, smoke or debris.